[Descriptive analysis of trend of epidemiological observational data using JoinPoint: a user-friendly tool, seemingly].
Analysis of the temporal trend of epidemiological data is becoming increasingly popular. For the purpose, the JoinPoint is a widely used software. We present important elements involved when using some of the options of this software. In order to identify potential breakpoints in the trends and estimate average rates of change, JoinPoint applies piecewise regression to model the expectation of a variable that fluctuates over time. Using breast cancer incidence data from Isère, an administrative district in France, during the period 1979-2007, we show the effects of user choices concerning the potential number of breakpoints, the research method used by the final model, the length of the period, and the weighting coefficients. JoinPoint is useful to describe changing trends. Nevertheless, user choices have an impact on output and must be clearly identified. Moreover, the JoinPoint approach cannot replace other possible approaches for temporal analysis of observational data.